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Editorial

Toward a Deeper Understanding of the Spectrum of Parental
Human Papillomavirus Vaccine Hesitancy

Too often, when evaluating vaccine uptake, we classify people
into a simple dichotomy of “vaccinated” or “unvaccinated,” from
which we infer low hesitance and high hesitance, respectively.
This approach makes research simpler, but discards valuable
nuances that can give us important insights into increasing
vaccine uptake. In this issue of the Journal of Adolescent Health,
Rositch et al. [1] take a more nuanced look into parental human
papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine hesitance, using National Immunization Survey-Teen data on intention to vaccinate unvaccinated
adolescents to classify parents by hesitance level. Notably, 30.7%
of 13- to 17-year-old adolescents assessed in 2019 received
0 doses of HPV vaccine (corresponding to 6,263,203 adolescents)
[2]. A majority (63%) of parents of these adolescents were
hesitant to have them vaccinated. Most concerning is that of
these hesitant parents, the majority were “somewhat hesitant”
(29%; 1,144,287 adolescents) [2] or “very hesitant” (63%;
2,485,865 adolescents) [2].
Although we have seen increases in adolescent HPV vaccine
uptake in the decade and a half since these vaccines were ﬁrst
recommended for use, HPV vaccine uptake continues to trail
behind that of adolescent Tdap and quadrivalent meningococcal
conjugate vaccine. This highlights an important considerationd
adolescents ARE visiting healthcare providers for routine immunizations. This makes it very clear that the vaccine hesitance
documented by Rositch et al. [1] is speciﬁc to HPV vaccination.
Historically, efforts to improve vaccine uptake have focused
on groups of fence-sitters [3] or (as has been widely discussed
with regard to COVID-19 vaccines) the “moveable middle” [4]d
those who have not made up their minds to refuse vaccines, but
can be impacted positively by appropriate recommendations and
information. Existing work has focused on clinical provider recommendations as a main way to reach hesitant individuals.
Rositch et al. indeed found that 34% of “unsure” parents cited a
lack of provider recommendation as a reason for hesitancy, but
this accounted for only 7% of “very hesitant” and 16% of “somewhat hesitant” parents. Additionally, more parents who had
already received a provider recommendation were “very hesitant” (70%) compared to those who had not received a

recommendation (58%) [1]. As this study shows, those parents
who may respond well to strong provider recommendations and
HPV vaccine education are the minority of parents of HPVunvaccinated adolescents.
Another key factor is the source of information or recommendation about HPV vaccination. The authors cite a 2021 study
by Nguyen et al. [5] which showed that one in eight hesitant
parents did not feel that their child’s doctor was the most trusted
source for vaccine information. This raises an important “chicken
or egg” questionddoes the lack of trust in a given doctor lead to
development of hesitance because of these perceptions, or are
hesitant parents less likely to trust a doctor, opting to get vaccine
information from other sources? The directionality of this
question directly impacts with the interpretation of the ﬁndings
of Rositch et al. [1]. Will systemic improvements in consistent
adolescent healthcare provision lead to reduced vaccine hesitance, or do we need to address HPV vaccine hesitance further
upstream, sensitizing parents to the importance, effectiveness,
and safety of HPV vaccination so they may better receive a provider’s recommendation when it is given?
Regardless of the answer to this question, we must expand
our way of thinking about HPV vaccine hesitance. Even within
parents of HPV-unvaccinated adolescents, there is tremendous
variability in attitudes and hesitance levels. We cannot rely on
one-size-ﬁts-all interventionsdbut conducting vaccine education and outreach solely for the unsure may leave hesitant parents feeling left out when they may be able to be reached. Rositch
et al. [1] point out that tailored interventions are needed; prior
work has shown that motivational interviewing shows promise
for addressing HPV vaccine hesitance [6], but time and cost
limitations impact the widespread application of this modality.
So far, we have seen no widespread, concentrated effort to
combat this constraint.
One of the most troubling ﬁndings from Rositch et al. [1] was
that the main concern for hesitant parents is HPV vaccine safety.
As pointed out in this manuscript, we have 15 years of postlicensure data on HPV vaccine safety in addition to the ﬁndings
from HPV vaccine clinical trials. The data overwhelmingly show
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that HPV vaccination is safe, but this message is not effectively
being communicated to parents. This raises another important
questiondhow do we communicate vaccine safety ﬁndings
effectively, particularly to parents who may have already staked
out a position of hesitance to HPV vaccination? This is a more
complicated question in light of the statistic above that only one
in eight hesitant parents trust their child’s doctor, potentially
opening the door for new forms of vaccine outreach. Our prior
work has shown that churches may be an avenue to consider,
given the level of trust that is placed in church leadership [7].
Additionally, community-engaged outreach efforts that have
arisen during the COVID-19 pandemic, such as the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) Community Engagement Alliance
(CEAL) Against COVID-19 Disparities [8], can have long-lasting
impacts on community outreach and engagement related to
vaccination issues. It is critical that programs like Community
Engagement Alliance do not end when we decide that the
COVID-19 pandemic is over. Maintaining this incredible investment into vaccine outreach is an invaluable component to public
health infrastructure and maintaining high routine immunization levelsdand it will serve us well in the next pandemic.
The work by Rositch et al. serves to further reﬁne our understanding of HPV vaccine hesitance. Although the gains made
in this area are slow, ﬁndings such as these offer a solid framework to continue building new interventions and outreach programs to improve HPV vaccine uptake and address HPV vaccine
hesitance.
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